I Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level description of the Requirements Management Process being developed as a SIERRA software process improvement task. The goal is to document the process for both managers and developers of the SIERRA infrastructure and the SIERRA applications. This documentation also meets the requirements of the software quality initiatives being implemented by the ASCI Program
This document describes the what of requirements management and not the how. Furthermore, since the how is not being presented, no specific tool is recommended or discussed in detail. It is possible that there are several implementations of a requirements management process that would successfully carry out the process described in this document. Therefore, even if the implementation or the toolset changes in the future, the processes remain stable. An implementation of this requirements management process will be defined in SIERRA Requirements Management Implementation with DOORS 131.
Additional information about the SIERRA Requirements Management Process can be found in the following documents:
SIERRA Requirements Management Policy [2] e SIERRA Project Dictionary [SI
Scope
The SIERRA Requirements Management Process described in this document is required for each SIERRA software project that will develop delivered products. Each SIERRA project can extend the process to meet project-specific needs. The main sections of this document focus on the process requirements. Project-specific extensions should be included in appendices of this document.
Authors in the requirements discipline have used the terms "requirements engineering"
and "requirements management" to refer to the whole discipline. In the book SofhYnre Requirements [4] , Karl Wiegers subdivides the requirements domain as shown in The requirements management process described in this document focuses on the "Requirements Management" activities shown in boid on the right side of the figure. The major activities in "Requirements Development" are not addressed in this process.
Background

Definitions
A requirement, as defined in Wiegers' Sofrware Requirements [4] and the Disciplined Requirements Process Seminar course materials [lo] , is a statement or model identifying a capability, physical characteristic, or quality factor that bounds a product need for which a solution will be pursued. This requirement is needed to solve a problem or achieve an objective that must be met or possessed by a system or system component to satisfy formal or informal contractual obligations. Requirements address the following types of products:
Delivered products;
Enabling products to develop, support, maintain, and retire the delivered products;
Interfaces with the intended environment: and Interfaces between products.
Requirements answer the questions:
What is needed?
What is not allowed?
How well must a product perform? How fast, how often, how many, how much, how far, or how long?
Under what conditions must a product perform?
Requirements Management entails establishing and maintaining an agreement with the customer on the requirements for the software project. That agreement is embodied in the written requirements specifications and models. It includes these areas:
Baselining of requirements:
Analyzing proposed changes;
Incorporating approved requirements:
Tracing requirements from their source to designs, source code, and test cases; and Tracking status and change activities.
Additional definitions relevant to Requirements Management are provided in the SIERRA Project Dictionary [8].
Objective
The objective of Requirements Management for SIERRA is to establish a disciplined process whereby managers and developers of the SIERRA infrastructure and the SIERRA applications share a common understanding of both the requirements specifications and how to evaluate, approve, and communicate requirement changes. This process is critical to SIERRA'S ability to produce the right products on schedule, within budget, and with high quality.
An obstacle to establishing a common understanding of the requirements definitions is the existence of several viewpoints or perspectives, all legitimate, based on the degree of detail and precision relevant to a particular role. For example, requirements are documented at a high level of generalization for a Sandia program manager, while a software developer demands more specificity and precision. An approach to overcoming this obstacle is to establish each viewpoint, organize the viewpoints into different layers based on the degree of generalization appropriate to the roles involved, and build traceability from the specific to the more generalized requirements definitions.
Goals
Process Goals
The goals of the SIERRA Requirements Management Process are as follows:
Ensure that product requirements are well defined before incorporating them in the requirements repository, meaning that there are no conflicting requirements and that they are correct, necessary, clear, attainable, traceable, and verifiable;
Maintain an evolving set of well-defined requirements:
Establish an evolving structure for this set of requirements that clearly and concisely expresses the scope of requirements allocated to functional groups and requirementsderived interdependencies of those groups;
Enable traceability from weapon program design support requirements through the integrated requirements into computing system capabilities;
Identify ownership for each requirement and its implementation commitments;
Maintain consistency among requirements and commitments when adding ox changing requirements; and
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Integrate the Requirements Management Process with all other SIERRA software engineering processes.
Organizational Goal
A SIERRA organizational goal is to be prepared for a formal assessment of SIERRA for obtaining a Level 2 Capability Maturity Model [7] (CMM) rating. One of the Key Process Areas (WAS) in Level 2 of the CMM is Requirements Management. These KF'As map directly into the ASCI site practices [9]. Any Sandia formal assessment will measure against the site practices.
The purpose of the Requirements Management KPA is "to establish a common understanding between the customer and the software project of the customer's requirements that will be addressed by the software project."
Requirements Management involves establishing and maintaining an agreement with the customer on the requirements for the software project. The agreement covers both the technical and nontechnical requirements. An example of a nontechnical requirement is a delivery date. The agreement fonns the basis for estimating, planning, performing, and tracking the software project's activities throughout the software life cycle. Whenever the system requirements allocated to software are changed, the affected software plans, work products, and activities are adjusted to remain consistent with the updated requirements.
Goals of the CMM Requirements Management KPA include 1. Controlling system requirements allocated to software to establish a baseline for software engineering and management use. This is a baseline under Software Configuration Management (SCM). Keeping track of what the requirements are and which ones are to be taken care of by the software.
2.
Keeping software plans, products, and activities consistent with the system requirements allocated to software (traceability).
The following CMM key practices, such as abilities, activities, and measurements, are important either because they are the activities that support a particular goal or because they have historically been a pitfall for organizations that have undergone assessments.
1. Activity 1 -The software engineering group reviews its allocated requirements before they are incorporated into the software project. (This key practice is often a pitfall for organizations seeking to attain CMM Level 2 or 3).
Activity 2 -
The software engineering group uses its allocated requirements as the basis for software plans, work products, and activities.
3. Activity 3 -Changes to the allocated requirements are reviewed and incorporated into the software project. (This key practice is often a pitfall for organizations seeking to attain CMM Level 2 or 3).
Change Management Strategy
The following change management strategies, documented in the Introduction to a DisciplinedRequiremenrs Process Seminar course materials [IO] , will be employed to facilitate the SIERRA Requirements Management Process:
All requirements changes, regardless of origin, will follow the same process:
All change proposals require justification and description that meet the evaluation criteria for well-defined requirements (correct, necessary, clear, attainable, traceable, and verifiable):
The Change Control Board (CCB) will determine whether the proposed changes are necessary and worth the impact; and Work may not begin until the change is formally approved, except where a waiver is issued and implementation is immediate, as discussed in the SIERRA Issue Tracking document [5] .
Layered Set of Integrated Requirements
The SIERRA software process improvement team generated a simple example illustration of how requirements flow down through the layers of a large program, such as the Department of Energy's Stockpile Stewardship program. In this simplified example, the requirements for SIERRA projects can be followed from the uppermost external source In general, the traceability between layers requires that for any whar requirement in a particular layer, there must be some why requirements in the previous layer and some how requirements in the subsequent layer, assuming that these layers exist. From a SIERRA project's viewpoint, this means that for any what requirement for the SIERRA software (layer 4), there must be some why requirements in the modeling/simulation layer (layer 3) and some how requirements in the SIERRA software design.
Weapon Design Requirements (Layer 0)
Weapon Design Requirements come from sources outside of Sandia, such as DOD and DOE, but may also include some corporate-level requirements.
Programmatic Requirements (Layer 1)
The ASCI Programmatic Requirements are derived from analysis of Weapon Design
Requirements, such as "Certify X will not catastrophically fail when ..." Programmatic Requirements address the design of (numerical) experiments and the simulation of objects in environments exhibiting behaviors. This level of requirements defines the questions to be answered by the simulation and matches ASCI capabilities to weapon design work, such as "Simulate X doing Y in environment Z."
Physics and Functional Requirements (Layer 2)
Physics and Functional Requirements are derived from analysis of Programmatic
Requirements and address physical phenomena, physical characteristics, accuracy, and the analysis of experiments for experimental data needs. This layer of requirements defines the simulation capabilities to be used and provides simulation validation objectives. Physics and Functional Requirements match science to engineering, such as "Determine the range of maximum shear at this point."
Modeling and Simulation Requirements (Layer 3)
Modeling and Simulation Requirements are derived from analysis of Physics and
Functional Requirements and address model equations and discretizations or algorithms. This layer of requirements defines the models to be simulated and provides model verification objectives. Modeling and Simulation Requirements represent science in models and solution methods, such as "Use this equation, those physical parameters, and that discretized volume."
Software Requirements (Layer 4)
Software-Requirements are derived from analysis of Modeling and Simulation Requirements and address such things as software behavior, architecture, control and data structures, component interfaces, input/output, communications, and the computing environment. This layer of requirements trades off nonfunctional constraints such as available hardware and software and performance and timeliness. Software Requirements define the computational solutions to models and provide software verification objectives.
Requirements Topology Example
An example of a requirements topology that has been created to reflect SIERRA'S current organizational structure is shown in Figure 2 .1. A topology is a way of organizing and tracking requirement interrelationships. This topology organizes tightly coupled requirements into Requirements Management Sets, such as the SIERRA Framework and the SIERRA Tool Set. This ensures that strongly interdependent requirements remain together, as these requirements must be treated as a set in order to proceed forward.
It is possible that this topology will change. The Requirements Topology Change Process has been defined to manage this kind of change. However, the underlying layered set of integrated requirements shown in Figure 2 .1 will remain stable. 
Software Process Improvement Approach
The model used for enhancing our capability to produce software is a usable, understandable, and disciplined engineering approach for continuous improvement. The model focuses on managing the improvement process and establishes the foundation for a long-term improvement strategy. There are several phases to this approach:
Obtaining management and staff support to establish the framework for this effort;
Assessing the current state of the software process;
Creating a plan to achieve the desired level of quality;
Implementing the plan; and Evaluating progress made and learning from those experiences.
As additional SIERRA tools and applications are included, the SIERRA Requirements Management Process will be reviewed, evaluated, changed, and improved as needed. The SIERRA Requirements Management document will serve as a template for these future projects.
Requirements Management Process Overview
Purpose
The purpose of the Requirements Management Process described in this document is to standardize the manner in which each SIERRA software project manages its requirements during the life span of a software project. The Requirements Management Process ensures all requirements changes are consistently documented, objectively evaluated, agreed upon, prioritized, communicated, and tracked to completion.
The process described in this document provides information and guidance to SIERRA personnel involved in the management of system and software requirements. This guidance is intended to satisfy the process activities described for requirements management in The Capabiliry Maturity Model: Guidelines for Improving the Software 
Requirements Management Process Concepts
Four Requirements Management Process concepts are defined for SIERRA projects. More details on each type of process are presented in the next section.
1. Requirements Change Process (RCP) refers to changing the content of the requirements in the repository;
2.
Requirements Topology Change Process (RTCP) addresses modifications to the organization of the requirements in the repository;
3. Requirements Attribute Change Process (RACP) refers to changing the requirement sfaius or other meradata attributes; and 4. Administrative Process (AP) includes activities to maintain the system, such as creating reports, controlling access, and installing upgrades.
The process diagram in Figure 3 .1 shows the flow and interaction of the four Requirements Management processes with the Requirements Management System (RMS) database and with the Configuration Management System (CMS) database. The interaction with the Project Management System (PMS) database will be implemented as a process enhancement at a later date. 
Roles and Responsibilities
A role is a part that a user plays in the SIERRA Requirements Management Process. A role may map to an individual or to a group, depending on the specific project. If more than one person plays a role, then one person from the group must be designated as being responsible for completing the tasks within the Requirements Management Process.
Whenever possible, the terms used for the roles in the SIERRA Requirements Management Process are consistent with the terms used for that individual or group in the SIERRA Issue Tracking Process. This document includes only the responsibilities defined for the roles relevant to the SIERRA Requirements Management Process.
Customer
The Customer is any person using a software application who wants to report a problem or request an enhancement. Customers submit change requests for enhancements or new capabilities.
The Customer's responsibility is to use the SIERRA Issue Tracking tool to report a problem or to request an enhancement. Customers who do not have access to the SIERRA Issue Tracking tool can request that a member of the software team submit a change request on their behalf. 
Team Leader (TL)
A
Change Control Board (CCB)
The Change Control Board is a group of people who review the Requirements Change Packages, which affect one or more software products, and negotiate the approval, deferral, or rejection of these packages.
The Change Control Board, which includes Team Leaders, is responsible for tracking progress on requirements and accepting the final implementation of requirements. The
Change Control Board periodically checks on requirements that have been deferred to see if any need to be re-opened.
Developer (DEV)
The Developer is a member of the software team who modifies documentation and source code to implement the solutions for requirements in the approved Requirements Change Packages. In a future enhancement to the Requirements Management Process, the Developer will also be responsible for updating the links between requirements and the software product modules that are modified to implement these requirements.
Quality Assurer (QA)
The Quality Assurer is a member of the software team who reviews the implemented changes to the team's products and verifies that all artifacts have been correctly modified. The Quality Assurer updates and maintains the release information (status and version) in the Requirements Management Tool. The Quality Assurer also reviews the activities of the software team to determine if the defined processes have been followed.
The Requirements Management Tool
The Requirements Management Tool is the requirements repository and interface for the requirements, Requirements Change Packages, attributes, and links. This tool is used to track any required history of these changes.
The general approach that is applied to the S E W Requirements Management Process is shown in the following list. This list includes the activities supported by this process, as specified in the previous section. More detailed information is then presented on each of the Requirements Management processes.
Maintain a repository of requirements and linkages.
-Define the structure of the repository.
-Populate the repository with existing requirements, their attributes (metadata), and -Approve and baseline the repository.
any linkages (optional).
Receive requests for changes to the requirements repository.
Select change requests to evaluate.
Synthesize a consistent Requirements Change Package for the change request.
Evaluate the Requirements Change Package for impact on current plans, activities, work products, and cost.
Accept, reject, or defer the Requirements Change Package.
Update the requirements repository, including metadata and any links, if appropriate.
Establish the requirements baseline.
Formally communicate approved changes to affected groups.
Revise plans, activities, and work products to be consistent with the approved change.
Track the requirements and requirement status in the Requirements Management Tool, including cost, schedule, and resources.
Report status of requirements and change packages.
Requirements Change Process
The Requirements Change Process (RCP) encompasses the specification and integration of new requirements and modification or deletion of existing requirements. Integration, modification, or deletion of requirements includes associating or disassociating the requirement with one or more Requirements Management Sets. The topology organizes tightly coupled requirements into Requirements Management Sets. These requirements must be treated as a set in order to proceed forward.
Modification of requirements includes tracking the history of the modifications via baselines and version control. The capability to generate both standard and ad hoc reports is included in this process and will be provided as needs are identified.
The RCP (Requirements Change Process) is shown in Figure 4 .1, using the conventions presented in Section 3.2. The RCP includes three analysis phases and ends with the decision phase:
Request analysis, which is part of the Issue Tracking Process;
Technical analysis, which is part of the Requirements Management Process;
Resource analysis, which is part of a Project Planning Process; and Decision phase, which is part of the Requirements Management Process. Tracking system. The current state of the request is Submitted. When an issue is logged, the state is updated to Analyze. The issue is analyzed to determine the disposition of the issue, which then determines what steps need to be taken to resolve it. This analysis could result in one or more requirements being generated or modified for the system.
The Requirements Management System
Database is updated with all relevant information during the technical review.
Resource Analysis Phase 9. After the CCB reviews the Requirements Change Package, the CCB may request the Team Leader to perform a resource analysis before the CCB makes a decision on the change package. This resource analysis is linked to the Project Management Process.
10. If the CCB requests a resource analysis, the Team Leader estimates the project planning attributes for the Requirements Change Package. This estimation includes the cost and likelihood to implement the Requirements Change Package, a completion date, the likelihood of the completion date, the expected effect of accepting the Requirements Change Package on satisfying current commitments, and the rolling up of the schedule and costs.
Decision Phase
11.
The CCB approves, rejects or defers the entire Requirements Change Package.
Regardless of the CCBs decision, the Team Leader then invokes the Requirements
Attributes Change Process and updates the attributes of each requirement and each Requirements Change Package in the Requirements Management System Database.
If the Requirements Change Package is approved, requirements in the appropriate
Requirements Management Set are updated and Requirements Change Packages will be updated in the Requirements Management Sets and baselined. The Requirements Management Set is baselined, and periodically the baselines will be published by producing a SAND report.
14. The CCB replans the project and documents the updated project plan. This is linked to the Project Management Process. Through the Issue Tracking Process, the Team Leader assigns implementation responsibility for new and changed requirements, and transitioni the Requirements Change Package to the IT state of Approve. The CCB obtains appropriate organizational commitments.
Requirements Topology Change Process
The Requirements Topology Change Process (RTCP) encompasses all changes to the specification of Requirements Management Sets. A topology organizes tightly coupled requirements into the sets. The requirements must be treated as a set in order to proceed forward. The changes include definition of one or more new Requirements Management Sets (which are initially empty), updates to the attributes of one or more Requirements Management Sets, and updates to the relationships between Requirements Management Sets. The CCB owns all of the steps in the Requirements Topology Change Process (RTCP). The steps included in the RTCP are shown in Figure 4. 2. An example that represents the current situation is shown in Figure 2 During the technical analysis of an SCR, a topology change may be needed. These steps are followed in that process.
1. The CCB analyzes the requirements topology change request(s) in the Requirements Change Package.
2. The CCB accepts, rejects, or defers the Requirements Change Package.
3.
The Tool Administrator updates the topology, which alters the organizational structure of the repository. A topology organizes tightly coupled requirements into Requirements Management Sets. These requirements must be treated as a set in ordeI to proceed forward.
4.
A historical log of any structure changes will be kept.
5. Notification will be sent to the appropriate parties.
Requirements Attribute Change Process
The Requirements Attribute Change Process (RACP) modifies the metadata attributes of Requirements Change Packages, existing requirements, and Requirements Management Sets. After a requirement has been approved, the Status attributed is changed to Approved.
Other examples of attributes include Estimated Effort, Reason for Rejection, and Target Product Release. The ataibutes that are changed are dependent on the process step.
The RACP does not modify the requirements topology, the association of requirements to Requirements Management Sets or Requirements Change Packages, or the content of any requirement. One or more roles can update one or more attributes. An individual's current role will define which attributes that individual should update for a specified activity.
This process includes updating the status attribute of requirements in the repository. For example, when code that satisfies a requirement is implemented and verified, the status of that requirement is updated accordingly. The capability to generate both standard and ad hoc reports is included in this process and will be provided as needs are identified.
The steps included in the RACP are shown in Figure 4 .3, using the conventions presented in Section 3.2.
User with
Specific Role
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Analyze and Update Attribute Changes 1. The user acting in a particular role (Team Leader, Quality Assurer, Change Control Board, etc.) identifies the attributes to be updated.
2.. The Requirements Management
Tool determines if the user has been given the appropriate privileges to change the attribute, and if allowed the user makes the change.
3. History is kept of all specified attribute changes.
Administrative Process
The Administrative Process (AP) includes report generation, assignment of each individual's roles, project initiation, and maintaining the system with backups and upgrades. The steps included in this process are shown in Figure 4. 1. The Tool Administrator receives the request for a adding, modifying, or deleting users, projects, attribute types, or reports. He then determines whether the request can be implemented and implements if possible.
2. The Tool Administrator ensures that the system administrator maintains backups for the system and the database and also performs tool upgrades.
Requirements Attributes
Requirements attributes that are managed by this process can be aggregated into the following categories:
Identification and description An SCR within the Issue Tracking Process may be a problem report or request for enhancement. An enhancement request may have a very broad scope or be expressed in terms of a desired usage. An issue will rarely be specified as a well-defined and consistent requirement. It is the responsibility of the Team Leader to synthesize requirements from issues. Subsequent processing of the synthesized requirements must be reflected in the originating issues. There are two sources for requirements for the SIERRA software products:
Synthesized directly from Customer requests and
Derived from the analysis of higher-layer requirements or requirements that are too coarse-grained to guide planning and development.
The SIERRA Issue Tracking Process [5] provides the Customer interface to the SIERRA Requirements Management Process as well as the tracking mechanism for the implementation and verification of Customer requests. In the Issue Tracking Process, the SCR process model is used when a customer requests a modification.
The Requirements Management Process is invoked initially when the analysis of a submitted SCR determines that the SCRs type has been appropriately assigned as an enhancement request or when the analysis of a problem report SCR determines that requirements need to be modified or added. 
